
Nostalgic Milestones

At least one milestone of Deep Freeze 68 is nostal-
gic: the last flight by our ski-equipped DC-3s took
place this past season, and the LC-117s remaining in
the VX-6 inventory were backloaded to a cargo ship
in January 1968 for return to the continental United
States. These four old "gooney birds" will be replaced
in next season's operations by one new LC-130, rais-
ing to five the number of Hercules aircraft in VX-6's
stable.

Similarly, Deep Freeze 68 was the last season dur-
ing which two destroyer escorts will take turns main -
taining an ocean station beneath the air route be-
tween Christchurch and McMurdo. For 12 consecu-
tive seasons, such ships have maintained this station
in the world's worst sea conditions, acting as meteor-
ological observation platforms, as radio relay sta-
tions, and as potential search and rescue vessels. With
the advent of increasingly reliable weather satellites,
the effectiveness of these gallant little ships dropped
below the margin of worth, and their service was
terminated.

Scientific Rewards

Knowledge of our environment is the reason and
the reward for Operation Deep Freeze, and there
were many significant scientific achievements this past
season. Their telling will be left to other parts of this
forum and better-qualified authors, but I must men -
tion two. First, the deep-drilling project on the ice
plateau at Byrd Station penetrated to the underlying
rock at 7,101 feet, a depth of ice the scientists
reckoned represents nearly 50,000 years. Another
significant scientific milestone—to me the most ex-
citing of all—was the success of the airborne sensing
project in poviding a continuous trace of below-the-
ice ground elevations along an aircraft flight track.
This breakthrough opens the possibility that man
may actually know and depict, within our lifetime,
the true contours of that huge continent sleeping
under her gigantic ice blanket.

Finally, it has been especially gratifying to hear
from a number of different sources that Deep Freeze
68 has been the "best season ever" in terms of scien-
tific accomplishment. I am inclined to believe this
was due far more to natural circumstances—especially
weather that was much better than average—than to
exceptional logistic support. Nonetheless, it is good
music to hear, and it encourages the Support Force's
determination that Deep Freeze 69 shall be even bet-
ter.

*On June 14, 1968, Comdr. Schneider was relieved as
commander of VX-6 by Comdr. Eugene W. Van Reeth,
USN. The evacuation flight was described in the Antarctic
Journal, vol. III. no. 1, p. 14-15.
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The construction program this past season was
the most ambitious yet undertaken by Operation
Deep Freeze. Most of the effort was concentrated at
McMurdo Station, which is undergoing a virtually
complete reconstruction, while much of the remain-
der was made on Anvers Island, where a permanent
Antarctic Peninsula research station has been under
construction for two years. To carry out the program,
Naval Construction Battalion Unit 201 (NCBU 201),
under Lt. J . R. Finn, deployed a total of 5 officers
and 197 enlisted personnel, including a platoon of 1
officer and 32 men to work on Palmer Station. At
McMurdo, the Seabees were aided by a special Air
Force detachment whose 1 officer and 29 enlisted
men were integrated into NCBU 201.1

Major McMurdo Projects

McMurdo Station is steadily being redeveloped into
a modern, efficient base by the replacement of tem-
porary and obsolete facilities. Projects carried out
there last season included work on the second incre-
ment of the personnel building, a second (unheated)
supply warehouse for Air Development Squadron
Six (VX-6), the shell of a building to house VX-6
shops and offices, the shell for the USARP field-party
equipment and processing center, major modifica-
tions to the petroleum system, a new road to Scott
Base, a 12-foot extension of the communication re-
ceiver building, the relocation of electrical switch-
ing station number 2 to the inside of the diesel gen-
erator plant, the installation of a second water-distil-
lation unit, and the enlargement of the helicopter
landing area. Three old buildings were razed, while
foundation pads were prepared at three new building
sites. Several other minor projects and preparatory
work for Deep Freeze 69 rounded out the season's
schedule.

1 This was the first direct participation by the Air Force in
the antarctic construction program. It proved quite success-
ful, and the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica has re-
quested similar future assistance of the Air Force's Chief of
Civil Engineering, who has approved such for Deep Freeze
69.
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Major McMurdo projects in-
cluded additional work on the
personnel building (1), erection
of an unheated warehouse for
VX-6 (2), the VX-6 shops
and offices building (3), an
addition to the communications
receiver building (4) and en-
largement of the helicopter pad
(5).

(U.S. Navy Photo)

Viewed in the lower picture from the pass beside Observation
Hill, the new road to Scott Base (3) parallels the old one
until the cosmic ray building (1) is reached. There they
merge and cross over, the new road continuing uphill
(striped line) to cross the snow field at a lower point (2)
than the old route, as is seen in the upper picture. The
dashed line (4) indicates future construction that is intended

to further reduce the gradient.

Work was done on both the berthing and subsist-
ence sections of the new personnel facility. The
building shell for the berthing area was erected, and
utilities and interior partitions were installed in the
galley, utilities room, and laundry, which comprise
the subsistence portion of the structure. Present plans
call for the subsistence section to be opened by Janu-
ary 1, 1969, and for occupancy of the berthing area
by February 20 of that year. If this schedule is met,
and if all systems remain functional after shakedown
tests by NCBU 201 and Antarctic Support Activities
(ASA), McMurdo's next winter-over party will spend
the dark season in the new structure.

The VX-6 warehouse is a 40- by 100-foot two-story
Robertson building, similar to the six permanent
warehouses constructed previously. It is, however,
unheated, and therefore has uninsulated building
panels instead of the standard Galbestos panels2 used
in the other structures to minimize heat loss.

2 Galbestos panels consist of two metal sheets with an inter-
vening layer of insulating fiber glass. The trade name de-
rives from the treatment of the metal surfaces, which by a
special process are galvanized and impregnated with asbestos
fibers.
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The new road from McMurdo Station to Scott
Base follows a considerably easier route than the old
road between those sites, and it undoubtedly will im -
prove the transportation of people and goods between
McMurdo and Williams Field. (Each season, after
the annual ice deteriorates along the more direct
route to Williams Field, vehicles travelling to the
runway complex must use the inter-base road to
gain access to the permanent ice shelf.) The im-
proved horizontal and vertical grades of the new
road also should cut down vehicle maintenance re-
quirements, some of which have been caused by the
steep grades of the former route. During Deep Freeze
69 or 70, the present maximum vertical grades of 17
and 15 percent will be decreased to a maximum of
12 percent through relocation of a portion of the
road.3

Another major earth-moving project was the first-
stage modification of the helicopter pads to provide
a landing and takeoff area of approximately 200 by
500 feet. During Deep Freeze 69, this project will be
completed and buildings 47 and 75 will be removed.
These improvements will allow the critical landing
and takeoff phases of flight to be executed along a
route that avoids both the numbing waters of Mc-
Murdo Sound on one side and the rising terrain and
elevated power lines on the other, thereby improving
helicopter operations at McMurdo from what could
be classified as marginal to safe. Although flight
safety no longer requires lowering the power lines on
the side of Observation Hill, this will still be done, but
incidental to encasing them in conduits to protect
them from wind stress and frost accumulation.

Fuel System Improvements

A design for extensive modification of McMurdo's
fuel-handling facilities was prepared in 1967 and
scheduled for completion during Deep Freeze 69. Last
season's accomplishments in this area included re-
placing the flexible hose used to carry aviation gas
with a 6-inch steel pipe, relocating tank 100 from
the antenna farm4 to Hut Point and converting it to
store aviation gas instead of diesel fuel arctic (DFA),
converting tank 97 to DFA storage, adding an 8-foot
ring to tank 101 to increase its capacity by 250,000
gallons (thus making up the deficit of JP-4 storage
incurred in converting tank 97), installing the first
portion of a JP-4 and a DFA pipeline to Scott Base,

' The road's history is reviewed in Antarctic, vol. 5, no. 1
(March 1968), p. 6--7.

Although this tank interfered somewhat with communica-
tions, the main reason for relocating it was safety: the former
site being uphill from McMurdo's center, rupturing of the
tank would have presented a serious threat to the station.

and replacing with steel pipe the flexible hose that
serviced tanks 101, 102, 103, and 104. Completing the
original plan will involve the following work during
Deep Freeze 69: replacing pumps and relocating
strainers; installing a carbon dioxide fire-suppression
system in the Hut Point pump house; installing pres-
sure-relief valves throughout the system; completing
the JP-4 and DFA pipelines to Scott Base; adding
8-foot rings to tanks 93 and 94 to increase DFA
storage by 500,000 gallons; adding 8-foot rings to
tanks 96, 122, and 123 to increase JP-4 storage by
750,000 gallons; constructing a new all-weather truck-
loading stand with overhead arms, service station-
type pumps, and ready-issue tanks; installing pipe-
lines to the helicopter pads, and erecting there two
15,000-gallon ready-issue tanks for helicopter refuel-
ing; installing ship-unloading connections at the Hut
Point pump house; and preparing calibration tables
for all modified tanks.

By eliminating temporary connections and pumps
and by generally streamlining fuel-handling opera-
tions, these modifications will create a safer, more
modern and efficient, and larger capacity (6 million
gallons) system. Already under consideration, how-
ever, are plans to expand storage capacity to 8.5 mil -
lion gallons by Deep Freeze 70. This would permit
use then of a giant tanker of the T-5 type, one trip by
which could take the place of six runs (as were made
last season) by the tankers presently used.

Other Work at McMurdo

Storms and extremely low temperatures during the
1967 winter caused failures in the saltwater intake,
sewage effluent line, and primary water-distribution
lines. NCBU 201 repaired the primary distribution
line from its origin at the PM-3A complex to the
bottom of the hill (in the vicinity of the USARP
quarters buildings), while the saltwater intake and
sewage effluent line were repaired by the Public Works
Department of ASA. ASA's Public Works Depart-
ment also installed a prefabricated lavatory at Wil-
liams Field to replace a similar structure that was
destroyed by fire just prior to the second winter flight
of 1967.

Some of the work done at McMurdo was in
preparation for future facilities. Foundation pads
were constructed for the administration-operations
building and a fuel-truck loading stand, and both
pad and footings were prepared to support a cold-
storage warehouse.

Construction at Inland Stations

The major inland project was the rehabilitation of
South Pole Station, intended to extend the station's
life until a replacement is provided. This project in-
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To rehabilitate this tunnel at Pole Station, accumulated
snow was removed and roof rebuilt. Considerable work also
was done on the generator building (seen at left) to increase
its structural strength and ventilation and to allow easier

access to the generators.

volved extensive repairs to the electrical distribution
system, tunnel walls, and portions of some tunnel
roofs.

Byrd Substation again experienced differential set-
tlement during the past winter. In an effort to pre-
vent further problems of this nature, spread footings
were installed beneath all of the major load-trans-
mitting members of the building complex.

Work at Byrd Station proper included installation
of a system to vent vehicle fumes from the garage/
entrance tunnel, completion of most of the ducting
for the cold-air plenum, and installation around the
escape ladders leading to the surface of "safety cages"
—lattices of metal strips to prevent serious falls.

Palmer Station
At Anvers Island, Platoon Alpha of NCBU 201,

led by Lt. (jg.) Harry Anderson, completed the three-
story structure that is the main building of the re-
placement station. Station operations were shifted to
the new site in mid-March, and winter personnel
are presently residing and working in the new com-
plex. Other work at Palmer included blasting for
the pad of a second building—a combination recrea-
tion/garage/warehouse facility to be built next sum-
mer, constructing a small-boat landing ramp, making
a complete topographic survey of the new station site,
and installing communications antennas.

Next Season's Plans
The construction program for Deep Freeze 69

promises to be even more productive. In addition to

the projects that already have been mentioned as pro-
posed for McMurdo are the construction of 300 feet
of protective facing along Elliott Quay,-5 the comple-
tion of the USARP field-party equipment and pro-
cessing center, erection of a new USARP administra-
tion building, the relocation of switching station num-
ber 1 into building 89, and the erection of as much
as possible of a new 40- by 100-foot, two-story USARP
dormitory. With the completion of the structures
listed above, several existing buildings can be razed.
Furthermore, a renewed effort will be made to pro-
duce a dependable water-distribution system that
will operate year-round. A completely new system
with a remote electrical-sensing alarm will be in-
stalled.

Work at Byrd Station will consist of completing
the cold-air plenum, which will cool some of the
station's tunnels in order to inhibit ice-flow and con-
sequent deformation, and installing an energy-re-
covery system that will use waste heat from the ex-
haust and water-jacket systems of the diesel genera-
tors to warm certain of the station's buildings. Cur-
rently under reexamination is a possible extension of
the entrance tunnel. (To prepare for such a need,
all three Peter snow-milling machines were returned
last season to the United States for overhaul. It is
hoped that by "cannibalizing" one for parts, two can
be made ready for return to Antarctica at the begin-
ning of Deep Freeze 69.)

Stockpiling for Deep Freeze 70

The materials for other McMurdo Station struc-
tures will be procured and delivered to Antarctica
during Deep Freeze 69 for use during the following
season. On the design-and-procurement list are in-
terior elements for the administration-operations
building and shells for the following structures: the
USARP garage and storage building; a 16,000-
square-foot, one-story warehouse for ship's store items
and dry stores (i.e., unrefrigerated provisions) ; a
flammable-stores building; a replacement communi-
cations-transmitter building; a utilities and ground-
maintenance building; an ASA warehouse; and a
mobile, 180-man quarters complex for Williams
Field.

Two of these structures—the USARP administra-
tion building and the ship's store warehouse—will be
unique in the McMurdo redevelopment plan. For
reasons of economy, both will be primarily wooden
structures, and the USARP administration building,
as a concession to tradition set by the present build-
ing, will have the appearance of a Swiss chalet.

Originally to have been started this past season, this proj-
ect was delayed by the late arrival of some materials.
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